Many people do not understand the reality of what "migration" from the 3rd world to Europe really means. Despite of the known fact that the Jews are trying to socially destroy, fracture, and ruin Europe financially and racially with this, there is another side that goes understated.

Since many Europeans are brainwashed to care about the feelings of others more than about their own future [even if this somehow involves their extinction, which is rather self-evident a result of brainwashing], then this post will address this from the standpoint of what this whole clown town situation means actually for the people who are "caught in the middle", i.e., the so called "Migrants".

People who say these things and support these, indeed have no reason to support these, except of that, they claim, these things happen for "Humanitarian" reasons of necessity. But the reality is exactly the opposite of why these things happen. The only result of this is never ending suffering and exploitation for all parties involved.

The fact that "Migration" from the 3rd world and filling Europe with replacement populations has anything to do with "Humanitarianism", is the biggest and fattest conceivable lie of late political history.

Indeed, many people are rapefugees, and many are only there to raze, take free loot, and generally, do all the negative things that are well known behaviors. The Jews make sure they are rewarded if they do this, that they are given free wealth handed to them [not free for European Taxpayers] and in general, they reassure, that insofar they promote the Kalergi Plan by doing their end of the deal, which is looting and Islamification, they will be alright.

However, the above is actually not all migrants. There are people who have children, families, are Gentiles, and so forth. In fact, in all these migrants that come in, there are hardly any Jews, as Jews would never really subject themselves to all of this, as they know what's going on here.

The enemy thrives on human misery. Notice how all of this, is how everyone needs to embrace misery, and run from misery. The migrants run from Jewish created misery in the Middle East, to increase misery in Europe, and of course, the jews feed on misery, fear and damnation, as parasites feed on decaying matter. All of this is based on extending misery and making it never ending. All the enemy programs are misery, fear, and death centered. Love is only a fake cloth they wear to confuse.
These rapefugee battalions are the striking minority, as most of the rapefugees in Europe are literal militia and nothing else. We know from statistics that have many times been reported, males of fighting age are something like 9 out of 10 of the total amounts of migrants. Them being Gentiles does not reduce the case of crimes done or partaking blindly in a plan that will ruin everyone in the end, or what they will receive from it.

But this post wants to show also the other side of it for the case of making a justice assessment and showing the actual humanitarian thing to do, if we want to stop this emerging disaster.

This post however will explain some realities I have observed, so that people understand how this Jewish plot, is not only destroying Europe and meant to genocide Whites, and ruin our societal fabric, but also, how exactly the life of these so called "Migrants" is in Europe. I'll illustrate some realities that many people do not want to know, and all the left wing appears to purposefully ignore.

Jews in general do not give people freebies and they have very specific goals in mind with what they want to do with the migrant waves. One aspect of this is racial destruction and/or overtaking of the native populations. Second goal is "Islamification", not because they want to remove Xianity, but because, Xianity in Europe is basically dead, and Europeans are moving outside of the context of jewish intellectual slavery rather quickly as a result. Islamification is a race of the jew against time from the above happening.

Race war is another aim, and lastly, the collapsing of civilization, which in many European countries is based on a physical, financial, and emotional bond between the people of Europe. Europeans tend to be very kind, especially to one another, and most countries in Europe, despite of the claims of the enemy, do still provide a very high living standard for their people. This to the enemy is inexcusable, as a better state of life, comes with specific benefits such as education, learning, and letting go of desert cults along the way.

The migrant influx in Europe is going to get more rampant, until the situation subsides and the enemy is toppled. Since 2015, the enemy has opened "full system go" to racially mix and destroy Europe as much as possible.

In regards to the "migrants", the only way they are here, is because to serve a specific purpose. Those in power who are on board with this agenda, understand this all too well, and do promote this jewish agenda for their own gains or because of the gains of the tribe of Jews. Unfortunately, with so many jews in power, the jewish agenda and state policy of many Nations has become rather synonymous, in all cases, against the will and benefit of the people living in a Nation. In regards to migrants, I get to know information, much of which is insider information, about how their reality actually is. One would imagine that the Jews are controlling this "From above", but the reality is, the Jews are controlling every single step these migrants take, all the way from when they land to the shores of Italy or Greece. The moment they set foot, Jewish NGO's pick them up [funded at millions and billions of dollars from Jewish donors, such as Soros] and they guided every step of the way.
Migrants are then shipped to Jewish landlords in the mainland, and specific jews, who find them housing within the countries that they are hosts. They are guided by Jewish lawyers, and in many cases, are given specific texts to recite when they enter Europe, to exploit local laws and human rights laws. The Jews given them a specific amount of money, and guide them in how to take specific state or EU help, however, this comes as a price and this is not for everyone.

The Jews involved in the above process get to take cuts, government grants, and many other benefits for doing this, from the EU, and the migrants themselves which are bound with numerous ways.

Depending on if the migrants are young men, Jewesses find a perfect opportunity [many work in NGO's] to take them in a situation of sexual slavery. This also involves their women, which in many cases are prostituted to hundreds of people per day for as low as 5$. The women have no choice but to comply as most of the time the other choice they have is to be killed. Nobody will ever really know that they existed anyway.

Migrants are also put in select cities where the Jews will make sure to selectively give them jobs, and specific payroll, no different than how the Jews owned Black people during the slave trade. This all happens with immaculate organization, and the jews in question do not give any papers to any of these migrants, and they work for absolute necessities only. They basically do not get to have any "human rights" whatsoever. Jews make an overwhelming amount of capital gains by using them as cheap labor, or in sex trafficking.

Oftentimes they do not really get paid at all, except of in bread, water and very cheap clothing. This is nothing but the Bible and the Talmud manifested, to enslave the Goy completely, and use them for gains. Since the migrants have no legal presence, they do not have legal rights, and without legal rights, the jews who exploit them can just extort them 24/7.

The few that are lucky to find Gentile places to work into, may actually get financial compensation for work, but most of them are not that lucky. Therefore, their "solutions" are to engage in crime, sell narcotics, and generally resort in other behaviors that will benefit guess who again, the Jews, and their social destruction plan. This is all planned out none of this happens by coincidence.

It is not a mistake that the countries with the least ability to employ people and the most financially raped, are receiving the greatest influx of Kalergi specimen at the same time. When these, as the enemy hopes, are collapsed, the hungry swarm will move onto other countries and continue on the staged jewish locust of European civilization.

Grim aspects exist here, which also exist in the Mexico - US migration situation, all of which involve prostitution, child pornography, organ selling, and many other things. Cops and authorities know of all of this but many are constrained from acting on any of these,
in fear of "racism" and losing their jobs and livelihood. Shoving one's nose into these
details may mean the full destruction of one's life.

Even speaking on these is met with unending attacks from specific individuals and
organizations who want all of this hidden. Where are all the children in Britain going,
many of which children from Whites and also migrants? One can imagine.

Jews also run elaborate Ponzi schemes with migrants, many of which would mind boggle
Gentiles, and many of which for the European mind are beyond comprehension. For
example, a person working in a migrant camp a long time ago, told me about a jew, who
was coming in and taking migrants, getting them to register ID's and State documents,
and then extorted them based on these documents by stealing them.

After this, they forced them to sign other documents, which transferred millions of dollars
of debts the criminals had in phone bills, electricity bills, failed companies, massive
loans, and all sorts of other debt. The migrants had no other choice but to go with this.
Many were later chased down, put to jail, or generally had to disappear completely [and
others "died coincidentally"] taking all these debts with them. Others of these will be used
to function jewish drug cartels, criminal organizations, trafficking, and all sorts of other
morbid shit imaginable to mankind.

Another migrant I had met, was once told to get a paper by his jewish employer, write all
his personal information on it, and get it through state certification. This blank paper was
then given to his jewish employer, whom exploited his need for food. The Jewish
employer could write anything he wanted on this migrant's paper declaration, anything
imaginable, and it would have legal power to be used against them. This person was not
even a rapefugee they were actually from India, and working in a restaurant.

The left claims the above is a question of "Human rights", "rights of the workplace", and
other buzzwords. But none of this falls under the influence of any "State", any "Law", and
any legal department. This is all pure brutality, and will never be fixed by continuing an
ever growing influx of slaves and war battalions simply because the Jew repeats useless
buzzwords that "This is moral", that we need "human rights", or that "Rights of women"
are somehow going to save the Somalian woman I explained to above.

One has to be ignorant to believe these things. This is the epitome of ignorance and
virtue signaling. This happens because most people do not want to understand that
these things even exist, but they DO. If one does not get this then one is either a shill or
very retarded.

These situations are not small in number, there are many hundreds and thousands of
people who will have this fate if they come to Europe. If one defines themselves as a
humanitarian, maybe it is time to stop promoting this agenda that acts on the detriment
of all humanity, as it is. The examples of the maggot and parasites in the Kalergi Service,
are not going to be many that will be abused, but a steady amount of abused and
destroyed people will exist in ever increasing numbers, both native Europeans and
Migrants, so long this enemy system of affairs continues its corrosive propaganda.
The people have to withdraw this unholy and false support to any of this. As the enemy progresses and has plenty of battalions to attempt a takedown, so will these ranks of the slaves increase, until everyone is enslaved in the status explained above. The Talmud defines no Goyim races, only Goyim slaves.

One can go endlessly of many stories such as these above. Those who know anything more about "Migration" than the regular useless buzzwords of feeling fake moral entitlement while one only promotes misery and death, and dehumanization, know better.

The reality of Kalergi Migration towards Europe, is a reality of genocide, death, exploitation, destruction of civilization, and ruin for everyone involved, short term and long-term. Just consider what the Jews will do to the inhabitants of Europe, once they make sure their "Broom", "Does sweep out the land of Esav", as on Rabbi put it. The Rabbi here meant, that Muslims are used temporarily as a broom to sweep up Europe, until everything turns to dust.

The phase two of this process is to destroy all of civilization as we know it, and essentially, all people will wind up slaves and on such an abominable level of living quality that is beyond comprehension both for Europeans and compared to everyone else in the planet.

Transfer this to brainwashed "Pro Migrants", and let it be known, whomever supports this madness, only supports exploitation, death, and the lowest standards for human rights and life for all human beings.

No one can call themselves a human being and stand up for this. Resisting this down slide of all civilization is a moral imperative of any human being.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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